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DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF VENUSIAN IMPACT CRATERS AND ASSOCIATED DEPOSITS; Robert 
A. Brackett, Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences and McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington 
University, St. Louis, MO 63 130. 

Dielectric properties of Venusian impact craters are determined by using Magellan horizontal and vertical 
emissivity data over impact craters and associated deposits in Thetis Regio. The average of vertical and 
horizontal emissivity is (to first order) independent of surface roughness (both diffuse- and quasispecular-scale) 
and can be inverted to calculate surface dielectric constant. Inversions show that impact crater ejecta blankets 
have lower dielectric constants than crater floor deposits or surrounding uncratered plains. Such a signature is 
consistent with an ejecta blanket composed of blocky, porous, fractured target material. Halo-like deposits 
surrounding craters have no observable dielectric constant signature. Such deposits apparently smoothen surfaces 
without changing the effective dielectric constant. Parabolic deposits associated with impact craters have much 
higher dielectric constants than expected from wind-deposited target material and probably contain a high 
dielectric phase. The possible origin, nature, and stability of this phase is discussed. 
Introduction. In addition to collecting four cycles of horizontally linearly polarized emissivity (eH) data, the 
Magellan spacecraft also collected three sets of vertically linearly polarized emissivity (ev) data [I]. ev data were 
collected at -45" emission angle over relatively small swaths (-100s of krn) around Ovda and Beta Regiones [2]. 
In addition, e v  data at -20" emission angle were collected over a broad region of Thetis Regio. The overlap 
between these data and corresponding cycle 2 (eH) data covers a region from 45"s-7"N and 125"E-180°E. 
Mosaics of the eH and ev data were made by overlaying ARCDR data on various C1-MIDRs. These data were 
then inverted to study dielectric properties of impact craters and associated deposits. 
Model. Figure 1 shows a plot of average emissivity (2 = 112 eH + 112 eV) versus emission angle, 4, for surfaces 
with various quasispecular roughness, diffuse roughness, and dielectric constant ( ~ 4  and ~ 2 0 ) .  The emissivities 
were calculated using the model of [2]. Unlike e~ and ev, 2 is largely independent of roughness for 4 4 0 " .  For 
the range of angles viewed by Magellan, 2 is related to the dielectric constant, E, through Fresnel's laws [2], 
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e is inverted for E using Eq. (1). An implicit assumption of the inversion is that the eH and ev data are acquired at 
the same emission angle. This assumption is violated for southern latitudes; the difference in emission angles is 
10" at 45"s. The inversion is less robust at far southern latitudes and tends to overestimate E and not resolve 
subtle features. Also, the model treats the effects of surface scattering only. Regions where volume scattering 
dominate may violate the model assumptions. Given a dielectric constant and observed e~ and ev, the amount of 
depolarization (a measure of surface roughness) is calculated. Errors are larger for the calculation of "surface 
roughness" than for E; the roughness results should be interpreted with caution. 
Results for Selected Craters. Table 1 lists the craters in Thetis Regio that are covered by both ev and Cycle 2 eH 
data. Figure 2a is a mosaic of MIDRs c 100n146 and c100n 163. Figure 2b is a map of dielectric constant for the 
same region as Fig. 2a. Dark stripes in Fig. 2b. correspond to eH and/or ev data gaps. Markam, the largest crater 
in the study, is labelled in Fig. 2. The crater floor of Markam has E = 4-5, similar to the surrounding plains, and 
low "roughness". The ejecta blanket of Markam has E = 3-4 and high "roughness". Dielectric constant in the 
crater outflow decreases with increasing distance from the center of the impact crater and reaches a low of 2.7 at 
the distal end. Markam, Langtry, and Corpman all have ejecta blankets with E = 3-4, high "roughness", and crater 
floors with the same E as the surrounding plains. Craters with halo deposits (e.g., Halle, O'Conner, and Behn) 
have no clear dielectric signature associated with the halo. An unnamed crater just north of Markarn is the source 
of a distinct west-spreading high-dielectric (E = 6-8) fan with a somewhat enhanced E zone distributed to the north 
and south of the fan. Badarzewka, Budevska, and the unnamed crater just north of Markam have the highest 
dielectric constants (E = 5-8) of the craters studied. Badarzewka has the highest elevation (6053.5 km) of the 
craters in the study and lies in a high E highland area of eastern Aphrodite Terra. The latter two have associated 
parabolas. [3] studied correlations between Goldstone microwave backscatter, and Magellan microwave 
reflectivity, backscatter and emissivity. They first suggested that the microwave signatures are consistent with 
parabolic deposits having a high dielectric constant. [4], using an empirical relation between backscatter and 
emissivity, also concluded that parabolic deposits have high dielectric constant (E = 7-8). [5] report 88 low-eH 
areas associated with impact craters. Only the low-emissivity area associated with crater Corpman appears in this 
dataset (cf. Table 1). This l o w - e ~  area is actually associated with the parabola formed by the crater to the east. 
Interpretation. The low E ejecta blanket is consistent with the fragmentation of target material (i.e., basalt) and 
ciast formation expected during the impact process [6]. The lack of a halo signal is consistent with formation due 
to an airblast [cf. 71 in which surface roughness (especially high angle slopes) are removed. It is less consistent 
with a fallout of fine-grained ejecta, unless the E of the material was subsequently increased, perhaps through 
chemical weathering [8]. There is no need to invoke intrusive magma [cf. 91 to explain the E signature of crater 
floors, which are consistent with impact melt. The combination of high E and appearance in SAR suggest that 
parabolic material entrains a high E phase. [4] posited a metallic phase. Weathering rates of iron oxides in the 
lowlands are geologically rapid [lo]. For a metal phase to be responsible it must either 1) have a very high E, or 
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2) have a fairly hi h E (&<20) and be very abundant in the deposit. The phase must also be stable or its 
destruction must beEkinetically inhibited over the mean age ofparabolic deposits 30 m.y.-300 m.y.). Another 
possibility is that volume scattering is responsible for the emissivity signature, yielb;ng a fictitrous E 

Table 1. Latitude Longitude Diameter 
Crater (ON) 

Markam 4. I 
Lan@Y -17 
Corpman 0.3 
Whitney -30.2 
- -7.5 
O'Connor -26 
Badarzewska -22.6 
Behn -32.5 142 25.8 
Halle -19.8 145.5 21.1 
Kaikilani -32.8 163.2 19.6 
Budevska 0.5 143.2 18.7 
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, --~=4, RMS slopes = 30", no diffuse elements 
- ~ = 4 ,  RMS slopes = loo, no diffuse elements - - -554, RMS slopes = lo", 50% diffuse elements 
---€= 20, RMS slopes = 30°, no diffuse elements 
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